Welcome to the February 2017 BEADS & DOTS; the monthly newsletter from the
team at ADSOL UK. Each month, we will keep you up to date with the latest news
and information related to ADSOL UK, The Hot Glue Machinery Experts, and
our leading Meler hot melt equipment.
Whether you use Meler equipment or other (such as Nordson), we can support
you and save you money. Also watch out for our hot alerts; if we have bite-size
chunks of information that we believe will help and inform you we will get it over
to you.
Best Wishes, from the ADSOL Team.

THE IMPORTANCE OF GOOD FILTRATION
The average hot melt system runs with at least 3 filters at a minimum so it
is very important to your production that you take filtration seriously.
Filtration is often overlooked. Filters can clog up which will reduce efficient
glue flow and can even prevent pumping entirely. It is also important that
your hot melt doesn't get contaminated by dust, debris and and char.
Ideally you should have your systems serviced regularly including the
replacement of the filters. Contact us now about taking out a service
agreement or ask us about prices on new filters.
Contact us!

ADSOL UK excel at Driving Down Risk
The ADSOL UK team who drive as part of their job
recently undertook an excellent driving course with
Steve Tams of Driving Down Risk Ltd. Our drivers
passed with gold standard ratings, with Ste Highton
scoring 41 out of 42 and being declared driver of the
month!
Read more

Featured Product: Meler MU Series Applicators
A built-in filter reduces cold spots that can occur with
inline filtration and makes maintenance even
easier. The MU Series applicators are versatile and
dependable, its simple yet effective design allows it
to be quickly configured to your needs.
Read more

Case Study: Micron 5/4 for a Brewery
This week, a leading Cornwall-based Brewery
has replaced their aging non-Meler tank with one of
our Micron 5 litre tanks (with 4 hose ports). Their
system was getting old and tired and the best course
of action was a new upgrade.
Read more

